SENIOR ASSOCIATE CONSULTANT
Energy, Economic and Environmental Consultants (E3c, Inc.) is accepting applications for a
Senior Associate Consultant specializing in natural resource economics. This is a unique
opportunity to become a long-term member of a growing consulting practice where you can
direct your professional future.
We seek an experienced Ph.D. who is passionate about solving the economic, financial and
business challenges our clients face and has a graduate degree in economics (including
substantial expert qualifications in applied natural resource analyses) with specific qualifications
in areas such as price theory, finance, industrial organization, accounting, econometrics, market
structure, and competitive and regulatory economics.
We are especially interested in a candidate with strong communication skills, the ability to work
in a team environment, and motivated (by prior experience) to make a personal investment in a
career as a professional consulting economist over the next several decades. Ability to
demonstrate both history and potential as entrepreneur and revenue producer in a consulting
environment is a fundamental qualification.
Candidate must project professional demeanor, confidence in response to professional
challenges and possess a flair for the explanation of complex analyses in presentation to lay
(non-expert) audiences. Responsibilities and work experiences may include: identifying key
economic issues and developing relevant analytical frameworks; formulating economic and
financial models; conducting empirical studies; forensic economic analyses; performing
quantitative and qualitative research; client interface and development; efficient and effective
project management including utilization of collaborating experts, analytical resources and
attorneys.
E3c, Inc. provides economic analysis in the context of complex litigation, regulatory proceedings
and corporate strategic planning. We have experience in broad areas of natural resource
economics applied to legal and capital investment decisions, with focus on energy, water
resources, regulated and competitive market valuation, and commercial damages. We offer a
complete and competitive benefits package.
Interested candidates should submit a cover letter with curriculum vitae, research paper, nonconfidential expert report, sample deposition or trial transcript of testimony, and three letters of
reference.
Please send via email to: jobs@e3c.com; submit hard copy to:
E3c, Inc
Attn: Human Resources
5600 Eubank Blvd NE, Suite 200
Albuquerque, NM 87111

